
In his second year with the Ravens, 2019 Walter Payton Man of
the Year and six-time Pro Bowler DE Calais Campbell has
continually served as a leader, both on and off of the field.

Participating in several community events, including a green
space restoration in a local neighborhood and a laptop giveaway
for high school students in Baltimore City, Campbell has made his
presence known as a  leader in the Ravens organization and the
Maryland community.

In addition to several community projects in Baltimore, Campbell
garnered national recognition during the offseason after making
a $30,000 donation to help his alma mater, South High School
(Denver, CO), acquire new uniforms, signage and gym flooring
after changing their mascot to the "Ravens."
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HONOR ROWSHONOR ROWS

For the third consecutive year, the Baltimore Ravens and T. Rowe Price have joined forces
to present the Baltimore Ravens Leadership Institute (BRLI), a year-long leadership
development program for Baltimore City and Baltimore County high school students.

Annually, the program consists of six events – a kickoff, four informative leadership
sessions and a graduation/celebration. The four middle sessions are composed of
speakers, instruction and collaborative learning focused around four themes: Lead
Yourself, Lead Others, Lead Community and Lead Change.

During the kickoff event on 8/13, students were assigned to year-long teams named after
Ravens Ring of Honor members, and they participated in team-building exercises to learn
about effective communication and leadership.
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@CRCFoundation93

The Baltimore Ravens and the Governor’s Office on Service and
Volunteerism announced the recipients of the 21st Annual Honor Rows
program, presented by M&T Bank. During each Ravens home game of the
2021 regular season, the program will honor 13 youth groups or
organizations that provide outstanding volunteer service to their
communities. 

The winning groups will receive tickets to a game, Honor Rows t-shirts for all
participants and in-game recognition on the RavensVision boards. In
addition, WBAL-TV 11, the Ravens’ official broadcast partner, will periodically
feature Honor Rows recipients during on-air news segments.
 
On 9/19, the Baltimore Ravens recognized Weave (pictured) as the first
Honor Rows group of the season during the home opener against the
Kansas City Chiefs. 
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